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Tip # 1 For Studying in USA: An average educational record (so far) does not mean that your U.S
Dreams are over.  Unlike the Indian Education system which is very marks-driven, The U.S
education system takes a broader view of the candidate. Thus you may have an average academic
record; however your success in a national or state level sports championship will be viewed in very
positive light. If it is atleast 1-2 years before your will begin your application, it is strongly suggested
that you become a member of the nearby Rotaract or Toastmasters Club. Your participation with
such globally renowned organizations also adds to your profile. Same goes for any training that you
might have received from the National Cadet Corps (NCC). Among all the students studying in USA,
the ones that are able to manage many responsibilities/tasks at a given time are the ones who
succeed that most.

Tip # 2 For Studying in USA: Your GRE/GMAT/SAT Score is equally if not more important than your
educational records. Yet another solution to academic records that are not too great - cover up for
those in your GRE/GMAT/SAT exam! While it is impossible to change the past, our present can
eliminate the challenge in a big way. And hereâ€™s why: U.S Universities often rely more on your
GRE/GMAT/SAT scores since these exams are administered by American organizations. Since the
American education system differs from the system in India, it is the natural tendency of American
admissions officers to rely on test scores rather than previous academic records alone!  This brings
a note of caution to those students who have done well during studies and with dreams of studying
in USAâ€“ Please continue with the same track record in your GRE/GMAT/SAT exam

Tip # 3 For Studying in USA: Your Application Documents will be read! Yes! Do not downplay the
importance of your Admission Essays, Statement of Purpose (SOP) and recommendation letters.
Ensure that these are well-written and present a clear picture of your career plans. At Our Offices in
Mumbai, Pune and Nashik, we ensure that application documents are well-written and present
realistic career goals. We brainstorm extensively with applicants to arrive at unique ideas and
present a strong case for admission and even scholarship.

Tip # 4 for Studying in USA: Be reasonable when you select universities and programs. The list is
universities that your select is very important. It has to include some universities are good and you
will safely get into. The next set includes universities that are better ranked and where there is an
average likelihood of admission. Finally you may also apply â€œaggressivelyâ€• to a few highly ranked
programs. Finally, you may have to compromise on rankings if you are aiming for a scholarship as a
part of your plan for studying in the US. Click here To know more about our expertise in university
selection and being of assistance to students planning for studying in USA.

Tip # 5 for Studying in USA: Prepare well for Admissions Interviews. The admission interview is a
very decisive factor towards admission. Admissions officers tend to judge a range of qualities of the
candidate over the interview.  Before the interview (A) Be thoroughly prepared with all the details
you have submitted in the application (B) undergo atleast 3-4 practice interviews to eliminate
interview stress (C) make a note of all the standard questions that come in the interview and
prepare your points for them (D) ensure that you have a noise-free area at the time of the interview
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